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Abstract

Ongoing regulatory, consolidation, environmental and cloud computing developments mean that data centers need reliable, fast and flexible tools like certified data erasure to secure growing amounts of customer data. Data centers are complex hardware environments, with equally complex data erasure needs. Certified data erasure addresses these needs with automated data removal for a variety of scenarios, from targeted erasure of files for PCI DSS purposes to removal of data from logical units, servers, loose drives and storage arrays.

By removing all information and providing auditable proof of data removal at vulnerable hardware transition points, certified data erasure offers data centers the ability to:

- Create a secure and cost-effective cloud computing environment with sound data removal processes.
- Develop additional revenue streams with safe remarketing of equipment.
- Attract customers in regulated industries like retail, healthcare and finance.
- Maximize use of assets internally through secure reassignment of hardware.
- Answer demands for sustainable data center operations through equipment reuse.
- Respond to consolidation requirements with safe equipment transition processes.

This white paper explores major industry trends impacting data centers, with direct implications for the necessity of certified data erasure. It also describes certified data erasure solutions for a variety of mass storage hardware and configurations commonly found in data centers and cloud computing infrastructures.
The data explosion and information security

By 2020, IDC predicts that the amount of digital information created and replicated in the world will grow to almost 44 zettabytes (ZB), jumping from just 4.4 ZB in 2013.¹ At some point, much of this information will reside in data centers, managed either by businesses or external storage providers, especially with the growth in cloud computing environments. In 2014, Gartner predicts that worldwide spending for data center systems will total $140 billion.²

A large portion of the information residing on data center hardware is sensitive and subject to protection under a growing number of industry standards and regulations like the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Sarbanes-Oxley, and ISO/IEC 27001. Because of this, data center asset managers need a way to secure information at vulnerable transition points, while extending the lifecycle of enterprise storage systems.

Removing data is a critical measure to protect against data at rest inadvertently becoming data in transit. Protecting data in transit typically focuses only on data traveling across wire, not on data that travels within large data center equipment, which might be the case when a data center moves to another physical location or simply when data center hardware changes hands.
The explosion of digital information, proliferation of data centers, new regulations mandating data security and other industry trends necessitate a secure solution for removing data such as certified data erasure software. Certified data erasure software addresses requirements for tighter data center security with automated erasure processes for a variety of common mass storage hardware and configurations. It is certified to all major international erasure standards, protecting sensitive customer information while also enabling compliance with regulations. Certified data erasure is a safe, cost-effective technology that supports either the reuse of costly and complex enterprise storage systems, or their secure retirement at end of life.

Data center trends and erasure needs

With the growth of data and regulations in the last 10 years has come a variety of changes and challenges for data centers. Currently, there are several major trends impacting data centers that have direct implications for the necessity of certified data erasure, including demands for green operations, the increase in information security standards and regulations, the growth of cloud computing and consolidation of data centers.

GREEN OPERATIONS

Customer demands for sustainability have fueled an ongoing emphasis on green operations at data centers. While power-saving technologies like server virtualization have resulted in less equipment for the same task and a slower growth in energy consumption, there are other important considerations for staying sustainable, such as reduction of e-waste, including computers, servers and smartphones, through effective asset management.

E-waste is a major component of data center material flow and represents the fastest growing waste stream in the EU, potentially reaching 12 million tonnes/year by 2020.3 In
2010 alone, around 52 million computers were discarded in the U.S. – with only 40 percent being recycled.4 Certified data erasure allows data centers to reduce e-waste by removing all data from equipment so it can be reused or resold, without worry that data will end up in the wrong hands. For example, due to the amount of improperly disposed e-waste it receives, Ghana is one of the top sources of cybercrime in the world according to the U.S. State Department,5 and suffers from dangerous air, soil, and water contamination from the discarded electronics.5

**INFORMATION SECURITY STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS**

The growth in high profile data breaches has prompted increased efforts to secure sensitive data, with 75 countries now having data protection laws and numerous industries defining their own regulations. Many data centers and cloud service providers seek to serve industries with highly regulated data, such as retail, banking, government and healthcare. To attract these customers, compliance with industry standards, regulations and certifications like PCI DSS, HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley, respectively, is critical. Cloud providers in particular will differentiate and compete based on compliance support and effectiveness, but a key aspect for data centers will be the absorption of compliance cost in the form of automated processes.

Also, comprehensive regulations requiring data removal are under review in the US with the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights and in Europe with EU legislation on data protection reform. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights addresses how to enable ongoing innovation in information technologies while offering strong privacy protection, including a requirement for data deletion. The EU legislation revisits rules that have been in place since 1995 to encompass technological advances like social networking sites, cloud computing and location based services. Currently under review by all EU member states, this legislation would require deletion of online data and use of auditable procedures for companies processing personal data. It also encourages the use of certified tools and processes. Companies with cloud services must comply with this legislation if they process data belonging to EU citizens, regardless of whether their servers are located in the EU or not. Data breach sanctions will range from Euro 250,000 or 0.5% of annual worldwide turnover for less serious breaches up to Euro 100,000,000 or 5% of annual worldwide turnover for more serious infractions.7

Another highly relevant security standard employed by cloud providers is ISO/IEC 27001. It outlines requirements for information security management systems, including secure overwriting of all storage media prior to disposal or reuse. Overwriting requirements for accreditations like the UK’s IL3 G-Cloud are based on this standard. Some providers implement ISO/IEC 27001 to benefit from its best practices, while others do so to reassure customers that its recommendations are followed.8

Advanced data erasure software offers an automated, auditable and targeted process for removing data from files, LUNs, disks, servers, Virtual Machines and storage systems that complies with all major government and industry standards.

Advanced data erasure software offers an automated, auditable and targeted process for removing data from files, LUNs, disks, servers, Virtual Machines and storage systems that complies with all major government and industry standards.
CLOUD COMPUTING AND
THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA CENTER
Companies looking to avoid information technology (IT) investments due to a volatile economy, combined with a generation of employees accustomed to technology on demand, have fueled ongoing growth in the global market for cloud computing. For example, Forrester predicts that revenue from public cloud services will jump to $191 billion by 2020.9

Virtualization is a key enabling technology for cloud computing environments. Segmenting physical drives for VMs is a trend that is expected to continue, as it allows for more efficient and cost-effective use of hardware. In 2014, virtualization surpassed 50% of all server workloads, according to Gartner, which believes it will reach 86% in 2016,10 meaning VMs are becoming more commonplace than physical servers.

While VMs require the same level of security as physical servers, their erasure presents a challenge for data centers. This is because erasure must be accomplished in an active, on-line environment without impacting other VMs running on a particular piece of hardware, necessitating a targeted erasure that does not interrupt operations.

Growth in the cloud computing market will continue to drive investment in data centers. With this increase in stored information and managed applications comes the requirement for data centers to secure not just the facility, but the valuable data residing on hardware. Also, while the focus was previously on pulling data into the cloud, growing attention is now given to securing this data when it exits, as with a change in service providers. Data erasure helps cloud and managed service providers achieve improved security by erasing data when equipment is reassigned, and can target specific information for erasure on a time or event driven basis, as required by standards like PCI DSS.

CONSOLIDATION
Mergers, acquisitions, right sizing and a host of other initiatives have led to the consolidation of data centers.

For example, the U.S. Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative of 2010 included plans to close 370-plus data centers through 2012 in an effort to reduce government costs and environmental footprint.11

While many data centers opt for hardware refreshes when contemplating a move, Gartner recommends leveraging contracts to negotiate for early availability of “swing gear” equipment at the new site.12 Either way, data centers need an auditable report from a certified data erasure tool to prove that data was removed from equipment slated for retirement or transfer.

Data centers need an auditable report from a certified data erasure tool to prove that data was removed from equipment slated for retirement or transfer.
Total data erasure

Total erasure of data on servers, individual drives and physical storage systems allows secure disposal, reuse or resale of these valuable IT assets. Erasure solutions are especially critical in protecting against data leaks at transition points in the hardware’s chain of custody and use, while also automating the process and providing auditable erasure reports as proof of compliance. To address requirements for tighter security throughout the data center, automated data erasure processes work for a variety of hardware and physical storage configurations.

**DISK ERASURE**

Disk erasure is necessary for sanitizing hard disks outside the original host, as with loose drives from storage area network (SAN) servers. Many of these are return material authorization (RMA) drives that need erasure before returning to the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) under warranty.

Because of handling requirements and chain of custody concerns, local erasure of disks is necessary. Similar to full array erasure, erasing loose drives requires an external host/boot device and the correct connectivity between the drives to be erased and the erasure host device in question. Once erasure is in progress, an erasure tool should support monitoring and final erasure reporting across the network, when network connectivity can be leveraged.

**Example scenarios for fully erasing individual disks include:**

*Replacing RMA warranty drives*

On-site erasure of “failed” disks removes the disk content so that the drive can be transported risk free to the OEM for warranty replacement, avoiding costly disk retention fees. The data center – not the OEM – owns the data and is responsible for its erasure to prevent data leaks.

*Drive backlog*

If secure end-of-life erasure processes were not used in the past, a data center may own a backlog of drives with sensitive data that need erasure to avoid risk of data loss.

**Figure 1. Erasure of loose drives.**
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Drive swap for end-of-service servers
Swapping and using loose drives as replacements is a common and fast process that expedites retirement of a server using pre-sanitized drives, but it generates loose drives with unsecured data intact.

When the erasure process is complete, an erasure report is automatically generated and sent over the network to a management console or asset management database.

Certified data erasure provides a tailored data erasure solution for the server environment that guarantees high-speed, simultaneous erasure of all connected hard disk drives (HDDs). It is run from an appliance for erasure at the disk level, as Figure 1 shows, to remove data from RMA drives as specified by the administrator, who can choose from a range of internationally supported erasure standards. RMA drives from servers or disk arrays are simply removed from their enclosure and attached to the erasure appliance, which is booted with data erasure software that recognizes drives intended for erasure.

With certified data erasure, SCSI, SAS, SATA, Fiber Channel (FC) and even IDE/ATA drives may be erased simultaneously. When the erasure process is complete, taking one gigabyte per minute on average, an erasure report is automatically generated and sent over the network to a management console or asset management database. The console validates the erasure report as genuine, verifies erasure is complete, and functions as a repository for erasure reports. Certified data erasure also supports erasure of the increasingly common solid state drives (SSDs) via an option to select flash based storage media standards.

SERVER ERASURE
Full server erasure involves erasing all internal connected drives. Server erasure can be performed either locally or remotely. For example, remote erasure is easily implemented with a virtual CD drive for servers with iLO/IPMI/DRAC capabilities. Auditable reports regarding hardware attributes and the data erasure process are necessary for customer security and requirements for PCI DSS and other regulations.

For complete security, data centers need erasure tools that detect protected areas of the disk and remapped sectors during the erasure process, flagging those that cannot be erased. Depending on policy and risk tolerance, data centers may refurbish or resell servers after data erasure has been performed. Either way, data erasure must occur before a server leaves the premises.

In addition, data centers work with a broad range of complex storage configurations that can yield revenue upon retirement. SAN disks and other mass storage devices can be sold if data is securely removed as they are decommissioned.

To eliminate the need for multiple erasure products, data centers with high-end server and SAN environments need a tool that erases a broad range of hardware, such as Serial ATA, SAS, SCSI and FC disks. Because of the scale of data centers, simultaneous erasure of multiple disks is a necessity.

Example scenarios for erasing entire physical servers and storage arrays include:

End-of-service
At the end of a hardware refresh cycle, data centers must securely erase all information on servers and storage arrays to comply with regulations and protect customers. This allows resale and recycling of healthy disks, while creating a green data center environment and profit streams.

End-of-hosting subscription
Erasure is necessary for server reuse in a hosted environment when an existing customer terminates hosting services.

Data center relocation
Data centers frequently move or expand, requiring relocation of servers that, if not securely erased, could result in data loss during transport.
End-of-lease
At the end of a hardware refresh cycle, data must be erased before transporting storage systems back to the leasing company. Keeping the drives is cost prohibitive, as is physical destruction, because of heavy lease settlement fees if equipment is retained.

As with disk level erasure, certified data erasure is available for servers. As in Figure 2, the administrator boots the erasure software from a CD, USB, or through the network. The software then identifies the installed drives for erasure, performs the erasure, and sends the report to a management console, database, or USB memory stick.

X86 and x64 servers are erased with certified data erasure software. Also, certified data erasure can remove data from both RAID and non-RAID servers. For servers with an integrated RAID controller, the erasure software “breaks” the RAID and directly erases all internal hard drives to an erasure standard chosen by the administrator. As SPARC servers are typically used by data centers to support mass data needs for organizations like financial institutions, a version of certified data erasure software also works with the SPARC architecture from companies like ORACLE.

Certified data erasure software also offers 100% secure data destruction for high-end storage arrays. The software runs on an externally attached x86 server that is not directly attached to SAN host ports, but instead attaches to the storage device access enclosure (DAE). Certain storage arrays enable direct access to multiple DAEs simultaneously via integrated loop switches, which are the preferred method of accessing drives for erasure because many additional drives may be erased concurrently. The externally attached boot server must be configured with the correct host bus adapter, as in SCSI or FC, and the correct cable is required for optimal performance. Once connected, an administrator launches the data erasure software from the external boot server.

To eliminate the need for multiple erasure products, data centers with high-end server and SAN environments need a tool that erases a broad range of hardware, such as Serial ATA, SAS, SCSI and Fiber Channel disks.
Live environment erasure

Erasure is not limited to removal of data during hardware end-of-life and transition situations. Live environment erasure is necessary when data itself has expired on active systems, as when it ends up in the wrong storage location, exists as an unnecessary duplicate, or requires removal due to certain regulatory requirements. In these situations, data erasure can target specific files, folders and logical drives or storage configurations across the network for centralized, automated and internally-specified erasure. The targeted erasure occurs in active storage environments where host systems cannot be taken offline and provides auditable erasure reports for compliance purposes.

FILE ERASURE

Data centers with high availability requirements save multiple copies of the same data file for redundancy purposes. Because standards like PCI DSS require deletion of file-level data at specific intervals, administrators need a centralized way to remotely execute erasure of targeted or duplicate files and folders on servers and in storage areas across the network.

In Windows distributed file system (DFS) environments, data erasure must occur concurrently across redundant and mirrored systems to preserve uptime, while producing an audit trail for proof of compliance. In most cases, the erasure tool is invisible at the server node level and is managed centrally by a systems administrator.

Example scenarios for erasing individual files include:

**PCI DSS compliance**

Payment card information should not be stored more than five years under PCI DSS requirements. This indicates that data centers need an erasure product that targets specific files on a time or event basis.

**Data housekeeping**

Erasure is part of an overall good data housekeeping practice so that too many copies of data are not stored in too many places unnecessarily, increasing the potential for data loss.

Figure 3. File level secure erasure
**Data spillage**

Occasionally, sensitive or confidential data gets copied to an unaccredited or unauthorized system or application. In other words, data is still in the organization’s control, but was copied to the wrong place. Classified data must be erased, not just deleted from an unclassified system, for example.

A professional data erasure tool destroys individual files on a time or event driven basis, or as flagged by the user or systems administrator. This tool can be set to replace all Windows and Unix delete commands with secure and targeted file shredding in real time, as Figure 3 shows. Administrators select what rules and storage areas apply from a central interface. No temporary files or “deleted” information is left behind as a source for potential data leakage. The solution can be monitored as a service for full control, and all file destruction operations are logged.

**LUN ERASURE**

In today’s cloud computing environment, data centers require secure, cost-effective options for reusing virtual storage system configurations without rebuilding them. To safely achieve this, administrators need a centralized tool that can erase logical drives like LUNs in an active storage environment where the storage array cannot be taken offline.

This scenario encompasses VMs that are configured to dedicated storage on a specific LUN through raw device mapping. It also applies to erasing entire data stores after they have been unmounted from the management tool.

An erasure tool should support compliance with a wide variety of policies, erasure standards and regulations like PCI DSS, HIPAA, and U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) standards. This includes providing auditable erasure reports to prove LUN erasure, while also offering ease of use and expedited data removal. LUN erasure is run from the application server, which has a view of the targeted LUN and supports simultaneous erasure of multiple units.

Secure erasure of LUNs can be critical to managed hosting and cloud computing providers with customers that do
business with the U.S. Government, for example. Proof that all
customer data has been deleted to DoD standards is required
if a customer changes service providers or changes platforms
with the same service provider. Without a LUN eraser, which
is compliant with DoD or other required standards, the
service provider may have to take drastic steps to eliminate
old customer data, such as taking an entire storage array
offline to erase physical drives or quarantining old LUNs with
customer data, which drives storage costs higher. With a LUN
Eraser, that same service provider can now erase, to a DoD
standard, an existing LUN – without affecting other users of
the storage array in any way.

Example scenarios for targeted LUN erasure include:

**End-of-hosting, deletion or migration of LUNs**

Erasure is necessary for LUN reuse in a hosted environment
when a current customer migrates to a larger LUN or
leaves the cloud provider, instigating the need for safe
reassignment of the LUN to a new user. This scenario occurs
for both physical servers using LUNs as storage and for VMs
with dedicated storage on a particular LUN.

**Disaster recovery test**

After a disaster recovery test, multiple copies of LUN data
exist and must be erased for security reasons.

Data erasure software supports simultaneous data
destruction of multiple LUNs by starting parallel instances
of the software, which can be started from a central
administrative interface, as shown in Figure 4. The software
can erase any unit (physical or logical) that a Windows,
Unix, or Linux system can detect by overwriting the entire
writeable area, sector by sector, on the logical disk or drive
according to the erasure standard selected. Erasure reports
are then available to support compliance needs.

**Secure erasure of LUNs can be critical to managed hosting and cloud computing providers with customers that do business with the U.S. Government, for example.**

**ERASURE IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS**

As Big Data migrates and multiplies, data erasure is needed
in active virtualization environments like VMware, Citrix
XenServer, and Microsoft Hyper-V. Erasure solutions can
overwrite this data without impacting operations, data
center productivity or other customer data and activities.
This software can erase VMs in a live environment without
interrupting other VMs or activities on the physical host.

Data erasure tools can erase VMs in the VMware
environment either manually or on demand, automated
through scripting, by full integration with the vCloud Suite,
or through a REST API. Such erasure provides pro-active data
leak prevention and full compliance with company policy, customer demands and regulatory requirements, while also providing detailed reports for a transparent audit trail.

**Example scenarios for targeted VM erasure include:**

*End-of-hosting, deletion or migration for VMs on ESXi platforms*

Targeted erasure of a VM is necessary when a customer deletes a VM or changes service providers. It is also needed when the VM migrates location within a data center. Data erasure tools can accomplish this without requiring a reboot of the host device. After erasure, the storage may be safely reused, without compromising the customer’s data.

By installing the erasure tool directly on the ESXi level, VMs in vSphere can be manually erased or scripted for automated erasure on demand. During the erasures, all files associated with the targeted VMs are securely erased (VMDK, VMSD, VMX, VMXF). After erasure, the storage may be safely reused, without compromising the customer’s data.

*End-of-hosting, deletion or migration for VMs through vCloud Director*

As with VMs on the ESXi platform, VMs accessed through vCloud Director are constantly being deleted or migrated within the data center, necessitating data erasure. Data erasure tools can also add an extra dimension to vCloud Director’s already strong security foundation. With seamless integration and access through the vCloud Director user interface, the tools automatically destroy all data on VMs or vApps in active systems when the “delete” command is issued.

*Erasure from an in-house developed portal*

No matter what interface is used to access VMs, data erasure software can securely erase a VM at the host level. For example, end-users running VMware ESXi hosts often deploy VMs with an in-house developed portal instead of vCloud Director. In this situation, data erasure software is installed on the ESXi hosts and executed from the in-house developed portal through the erasure software’s REST API.

**Certified data erasure for complex requirements**

As the cloud computing market develops and data centers evolve to meet growing storage requirements, certified data erasure software is emerging as a practical, automated and auditable solution for efficient and secure operations. The software supports erasure of hardware and storage configurations throughout the data center, as well as targeted erasure of folders, files, logical units and VMs in a range of environments. To ensure minimal disruption and complete data security in the dynamic data center environment, administrators, users and customers can trust certified data erasure as a tool for now and for future requirements.
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